PRIVATE BILLING FUNCTION
This section will focus on private billings. These include billings to patients, insurance companies and
third parties. Third parties include employers, other patient’s (ie; parents or spouse of a patient) or any
person or group that would be billed on behalf of a patient. These billings are entered into our MaxGold
program which can also print invoices, receipts, statements and various reports. Payments and even
pre‐payments are also entered using MaxGold and these payments are later tracked and can be
reported on. With private billings, users can bill for services and/or inventory.
There are several important items that significantly impact how the private billings will operate. These
include;


Setup of the Clinic, Configuration options, Provider setup and options, Locations, Third Party
Bill To, Vendors and Inventory codes

These areas are also covered in their own section of the manual, but we will discuss them here, focusing
on the billing impact issues.
Setup of the Clinic:
The setup of the clinic is critical to billing. The clinic setup (also called company setup) is done through
the main menu by accessing FILES – COMPANY:

This is where you setup your clinic information including your clinic name, address information (main
mailing address and physical business address.
The following screen shot displays the clinic (company) setup form and highlights the fields significant to
just private billings (U.S. and International):

If using private billing and healthcare billings (Canada), then additional information is required:

Configuration Options:
Configuration options also impacts billings. For a thorough review of all configuration options, please
refer to the section in the manual on configuration options. This section is accessed through the main
menu by accessing FILES ‐> CONFIGURATION (note, that this section requires the master password to
access):

The configuration options that affect private billings includes sections on where your main location,
taxes, invoice options, inventory options and the admin fee.

The options highlighted above impact on private billings. Depending on your region (province) the date
format plays a role, especially if also doing healthcare billings. For example, Manitoba uses the DD‐MM‐
YYYY format for billings and as such your date format should be selected to match the provincial
healthcare format. Otherwise, the date format is a personal preference.

We also encourage clients to indicate a backup directory to indicate where MaxGold is to store backup
files created using our own internal backup directory. If no directory is indicated, backup files are stored
on your drive C:\ which can then become quite cluttered.

The location tab is used to set up default area code, city and state/province. The program will use these
defaults when adding a new patient.

You can set up to three (3) taxes that then work with the private billing function with default tax rates,
accounting codes (user defined) and even a tax name.

The invoice tab has several powerful options that can be set up. For any manual billings (that is, not
initiated from an appointment), you can set up a default doctor and a default location (if using multiple
locations). These are simply defaults and can be over‐ridden on the actual invoicing screen.
There are several styles of invoices and receipts built into MaxGold. You can set up the style that you
prefer. The invoice and receipt forms can also print out your own comments. And whenever a patient is
invoiced a default recall is determined. This recall period is updated on the patient’s file and you can
then print out lists of patients who should be recalled for an appointment (ie; annual check up)
For accounting purposes you can also indicate if the program will departmentalize by user or by
location.
Finally, if using the scheduler, you can set up a default billing code for appointments that are cancelled
or for no show patients. In all cases, you are asked if you want to bill the patient under either of these
circumstances:

The inventory TAB also has several powerful options and settings. For inventory items, you can indicate
a default mark up. This option will set default selling prices for any new inventory items. For example if
your default mark up is 2.00, then if an inventory item is added with a cost of $50.00, the selling price
will become $100.00 by default. In addition you can also indicate if you want the inventory item selling
price to round up to the 0.00, 0.99 or 0.95 For example if your cost is $8.00 and you had a mark up of
2.00 plus a round up to 0.99 then the selling price would default to $16.99
You can set a default location for inventory sales, ordering and receiving.
For inventory sales, you can indicate what taxes (set up in the taxes TAB) would default on inventory
sales.
The program will track the last inventory item number for new items added as well as the last purchase
order number. These default to zero (“0”) unless set otherwise. Purchase orders can include your own
custom comments. In addition, any new items added to inventory can even be padded with zeroes. That
is, if the next inventory item number assigned by the program would be 13356, padding zeroes would
make it appear as 000013356.
Finally, for accounting purposes you can assign user defined sales account #, a cost of sales (“COS”)
account # and an asset account #.

Finally in CONFIGURATION you can even assign an automatic admin fee to be billed on all insurance
company billings. This is a very specialized fee and is used primarily by clinics that charge an
administration fee or surcharge on private billings charged to insurance companies. This fee is applied to
patients and is for handling charges when billing an insurance company on behalf of a patient. The
admin fee can be one basic default or be set to vary depending on the insurance company. Users can
also vary the admin fee based on the percentage of coverage by an insurance company.

Setup of the Provider (User):
Provider set up options will affect private billings in a couple of ways. Prior to using private billings, it is
critical to set up the Providers properly in order for billings to work efficiently, especially when using the
scheduler with the private billing function. The Provider set up is accessed through the main menu by
accessing FILES ‐> USERS:

Most of the defaults and options in the user setup will affect healthcare billings. If using MaxGold for
both healthcare and private billings, please refer to the section on the HEALTHCARE BILLING FUNCTION.
The main item that may be an issue with the private billing is the default bill type.

Default Bill Type: This option affects both the behaviour of the scheduling and billing function.
Depending on the code entered here, the bill type will default to your selection here on appointments
when they are marked as ARRIVED. Note, that you can also set a bill type default associated to
appointment reasons. Appointment reason defaults override this general default. If your clinic is
primarily or entirely private billing, set the default bill type to P. Other defaults are H (healthcare), W
(WCB), A (MPIC / Autopac).

Inventory/Procedure Codes:
Private billings are done by using inventory or procedure codes that are set up by the users. Our
program has been designed to accommodate billing for services or procedures and billing for inventory
items which are then tracked as to quantities.
In addition to all of this, MaxGold has added several options that you can customize for your own use to
make the billing process more efficient. To begin with, the inventory/procedure codes table can be
accessed from the main menu item FILES – INVENTORY/PROCEDURES:

Inventory / procedure codes have several powerful fields and features that can be used. There are
several tabs that can be used to enter information about an inventory or procedure. The item being
added can be one of several things;
Inventory:
This would be an inventory item in the strict sense of the definition. That is, it is a
tangible item with quantities on hand that are tracked.
Procedure:
A procedure would be similar to services. Unlike tangible inventory a procedure does
not have actual quantities or units on hand. Services rendered could be fairly simple such as a charge
for a visit or it could be more complicated, such as a surgical procedure like cataracts removal. In the
case of surgical procedures, MaxGold allows you to define the requirements or items that constitute a
surgical procedure.
Inventory Kit: An inventory kit is an item that is made up of several components. It can be made up of
various individual inventory items and procedures or services.
Equipment:
An inventory item can also be equipment. This would be an item such as a photocopier
or a laser scalpel that is used for procedures or rented on an hourly basis.

Item Code:
Item code is a user defined unique code for the inventory item or procedure. Item code
can be up to 10 characters in length.
Description:
Description is a user defined description of the inventory item and can be up to 60
characters in length.
Duration:
Duration is used to indicate the expected length of time for a procedure in HH:MM
format. This field is used for surgical procedures and works in conjunction with the operating room
scheduling function.
Sales, COS, Asset:
accounting codes.

Sales, cost of sales (COS) and asset account number fields are user defined

Cost: Cost is the estimated or average cost of an inventory item, or rather what the item cost your
clinic to obtain from a supplier.
Mark‐up:
Mark‐up is a user defined value that allows MaxGold to automatically determine the
selling price. The mark‐up can be defaulted in the configuration defaults.
Sell:
This is the selling price for an inventory item or procedure. The selling price can be entered
manually or determined by the mark‐up factor. The selling price can also automatically be rounded to
the nearest .00, .99 or .95 (if set up in configuration defaults)
This is the total quantity of inventory on hand from ALL locations. Each
Total Quantity On Hand:
location also tracks its own quantity of an item on hand at that location.
Batch Number / Expiry Date: Some inventory items may have a batch number and/or an expiry date
associated with it (ie; vaccines)
Commission Paid:
You can indicate a commission rate in % for any inventory items. You need to
also check the commission paid flag as well as the commission percentage.
Kit, Equipment, Inventory: Using the checkbox flags, you can indicate if an item is inventory or a
procedure. In addition you can indicate if the item is equipment or is an inventory kit.
YTD Sold: MaxGold tracks the annual sales for inventory items. Note that YTD counters need to be reset
in the UTILITIES section or they will continue to accumulate indefinitely.

Category:
Category is a user defined field and can be used to group inventory items into categories
or classes for sales reporting and tracking purposes.
Delete Inventory on Zero:
Some inventory items are one of a kind, one time orders or limited run
items. MaxGold can delete these items from the inventory table when quantity reaches zero. The sales
history are maintained, just the item itself is removed from the inventory table.
Manufacture Code:
This is an old field no longer used on new installs. Manufacturers of vendor
codes can be entered on the VENDORS tab.
Size / Color:

You can indicate a size or color for any item

DVA Fields:
These fields are used for DVA (department of veterans affairs) billings in Canada only.
You can indicate the DVA Benefit Code, DBA TAPS Number and the Insurance Class of any
inventory/procedure.

You can indicate up to three (3) vendors for any inventory item. You can also indicate each vendor's
particular part number, whether an item should not be re‐ordered (via the purchase order system and a
minimum re‐order quantity for the purchase ordering function in MaxGold.

You can indicate which taxes (if any) are applied by default on invoicing. Taxes and tax rates are defined
in the CONFIGURATION options.

The price matrix tab allows you to indicate specific or unique pricing for particular vendors (if different
from the standard price)

If the inventory item is flagged as an inventory kit on the main screen, the KITS tab is enabled. This tab
allows you to indicate which items and/or procedures and what quantities make up a kit. Note that and
inventory kit is made up of 2 or more inventory items and/or procedures. You can automatically update
th selling price of a kit (based on the price of the combined items.

Serial Number: The unique serial number for any equipment can be recorded.
Model Type:
model types.

Model type of the equipment can be indicated with a look‐up to a user defined table of

Brand Name:
The brand name of the equipment can also be indicated with a look‐up to a user
defined table of brand names.
Other Information:
Other information can be recorded including location of the equipment,
maintenance notes, etc.
Purchase Date: Date the equipment was initially purchased
Hourly Rate: Hourly rate can be defined for the purposes of billing the rental rate and can also be
used for determining costs for operating room requirements.
Cost:

Initial purchase cost of the equipment can also be recorded.

Operating Room Requirements:
MaxGold has the capability to handle the highly complex area of operating room scheduling. This
function differs from standard clinic scheduling in that it involves so many additional factors. Besides
scheduling a patient to an operating room at a chosen date and time, you need to also consider booking
for a particular surgeon who has their own schedule and the other required staff such as anaesthetists,
assisting surgeons and nurses. What kinds of staff need to be present depends very much on the surgery
itself. Each surgery is unique and has its own set of staffing requirements. In addition the surgery has
other requirements including surgical tools, equipment and even expendable inventory that is required
for a surgery to take place.
MaxGold inventory / procedures table allows you to create a surgical procedure and then define what
requirements are needed in the way of staffing, inventory, surgical tools and equipment. For a thorough
discussion on operating room (“OR”) scheduling please refer to the manual on operating room
scheduling. We will however cover the aspects of defining the OR requirements in our inventory /
procedure tables.

Room: You can indicate if an OR procedure needs to be performed in a certain OR room or rooms. In a
multiple OR environment, some OR's may be equipped to handle certain procedures that others cannot.
Inventory:
Surgeries require certain inventory to be present for the procedure. You can indicate the
inventory items that are required and the quantities of those inventory items needed. Inventory items
are chosen from inventory created within the inventory table.

Instruments (Surgical Tools): You can indicate surgical tools or instruments that might be required for
a particular procedure. Instruments needed are selected from a separate user defined instrument table.
You can also indicate the quantities required during a surgery.
Skill (Staff Type):
The type of staff required can also be set. Note that this does not define the
actual staff person, just what type of staff (ie; a Cataracts Surgeon or Ophthalmologist). You can also
define the expected time that staff is required during a procedure, how many of that staff type are
required and even a rank (seniority or experience level).

Equipment:
A surgery may also require special equipment to be present. You can indicate the
required equipment by selecting it from equipment that you defined in the inventory / procedures table
(see preceding pages in the section on equipment).
Location Set Up:

MaxGold is capable of handling billings (and scheduling) for multiple locations. In regards to billings, the
location affects to private billing function, first from an accounting point of view, but also on invoicing
and statement printing as each location can have unique address, letterhead and logo. To use private
billing you need to define at least one location.
Locations are added and edited from the main menu item FILES ‐> LOCATION:

There are various options available in setting up a location. The settings include mailing and business
address associated with the location, a logo and letterhead for letters, invoicing, receipts and

statements. MaxGold can print reports based on locations, thereby getting separate reports for each
location on sales activities, deposits, collections and receivables to name a few;

Code:

Each location has a unique two character code

Name: Each location can have a unique name or description to identify it by
Department:

You can define a department for accounting purposes

Invoice Comment:
Invoice comments allow you to add a special comment that prints on any
invoices attributed to the defined location.
Mailing / Business Address:
Mailing and Business address for each location are defined with two
address lines, city, state/province, postal/zip code and phone number and fax
Note that the business address tab has exactly that same fields as the mailing address tab. The mailing
address tab records where mail and other correspondence may be sent to (ie; a head office) whereas
the business address is the physical location of the office. For one location setup, simply record that
same address in both tabs.

Logo: You can indicate a logo for your location that can be printed on invoices, letters and statements.
The logo must be a BMP (bitmap) file.
To select a logo you use the FIND button to search for available BMP files on your computer. You can
change your logo to a new one using the MODIFY button. If you wish to discard a new logo and use the
previous logo, use the RESTORE button.

The letterhead section allows you to set up a letterhead for your location that will print on letters,
invoices, receipts and statements.

Third Party Bill To:
The private billing function can bill to your patients, but it can also bill to a third party insurance
company or even an associated third party such as a employer of the patient. In fact you can even create
split bills where the third party is billed for a certain percentage of the bill with the balance being billed
to the patient. You can set up various insurance companies and associated third party companies in the
third party table accessed through the main menu item FILES ‐> THIRD PARTY BILL TO. Once set up, you
need to indicate the third party in the patient file.

Code:
Each third party can have a unique user defined alphanumeric code assigned to it of up
to 12 characters in length.
Name: Name of the 3rd party or insurance company
Adjuster:

You can assign a default adjuster from the adjuster table

Address:
Address information includes two lines for street address, city, state/province and
postal code or zip code.
Phone/Fax:

Phone number and fax can be stored

Email:

Store the main email address

Minimum Bill Amount: Minimum billing amount affects when a statement is printed. Some insurance
will not accept or pay out on statements with amounts less than a statement threshold.

Printing Form:
You can assign a unique form for insurance companies. Some companies have a
prescribed printing form that they want to see submitted
Insurance/3rd Party Flag:
You can indicate if a third party is an insurance company or an
associated third party. This affects the style of invoicing and statements that can be printed.
Admin Fee:
You can assign a unique admin fee that some clinics charge their patients for billing to
insurance companies
Once you have established your third party and insurance companies, you need to indicate which
patients have third party coverage and to what extent. This is done in the patient file under the
INSURANCE tab. For a thorough discussion on patient setup please refer to the patient setup section of
the manual. For private billing purposes, we will focus on just the INSURANCE tab information in the
patient file (FILES ‐> PATIENTS) as it affects the private billings.

Account:

You can indicate which insurance company the patient has coverage with.

Contact:

Assign the patient's personal adjuster.

ID#:

ID # identifies the patient's ID number with their insurance company.

Auth # / Group #:

Authorization # and or group number identifies the insurance policy number

% Coverage:

Indicate percentage that the insurance company will cover.

Relationship To Cardholder:
Spouse, Child).

If patient is not the insurance cardholder, indicate the relationship (ie;

Per Item / Maximum: Indicate the maximum insurance billing per item as well as the annual maximum
insurance billing allowed.
Anniversary Date: Indicate the anniversary date the policy expires and whether it is annual or bi‐annual.
Billed / Left: Once values are entered for amount billed to date and insurance remaining the system
will track these numbers as billing occur.
Vendors:
Vendors can also be set up in MaxGold. Vendors would be those companies that you order inventory,
supplies and/or equipment from. You can add and manage vendors from the main menu item FILES ‐>
VENDORS:

Vendor Code: Each vendor has a unique 5 character alphanumeric code assigned to them
Company:

Vendor company name (up to 35 characters)

Address:

You have two address lines, city, province/state and postal/zip code

Phone Fields:

Phone number, fax number and alternate phone number (ie; mobile)

Contact:

Contact person at the vendor

Notes:

User defined general notes regarding the vendor

Private Billing:
As indicated at the beginning of this section private billing includes billings to patients, insurance
companies and third parties. Third parties include employers, other patient’s (ie; parents or spouse of a
patient) or any person or group that would be billed on behalf of a patient. There are several places
from where you can access the private billing function. You can bill from the scheduler in three ways,
from the main menu items BILLING ‐> PRIVATE ‐> MANUAL BILLING or BILLING ‐> PRIVATE ‐>
APPOINTMENTS TO BE BILLED and you can also bill from the simple charting form. Finally, if set up in
CONFIGURATION, you can automatically create billings from the SCHEDULER for any CANCELLED or NO
SHOW appointments. Regardless of which option you choose, you will get to the private billing form.

As long as the bill type is set to P for private billing and the appointment is marked as arrived, you can
access private billing by simply clicking on the BIL radio button. This will bill the selected patient with a
scheduled appointment and will also mark the appointment as having been billed.
Manual Billing button will access the private billing function for manual billings. These are billings with
no pre‐selected patients and are not related to scheduled appointments. It can be used to bill for a
patient in your database or for a walk in cash sale at the front desk.
Bill Private button will bill for the selected patient, however, using this button will not flag an
appointment as having been billed. The common use is by medical offices that bill healthcare and then
want to add a private bill in addition to the healthcare billing (ie; for letters, forms, etc).

Appointments to be billed offers a list of appointments that have been marked as arrived on the
scheduler. These arrived appointments are sorted by date and would be flagged with a bill type of P
(private).
Manual billing simply offers a means to bill private from the main menu and would simply allow you to
bill to patients in your database or add a cash sale.
Batch billing allows you to create a batch billing. These are recurring billings (usually a monthly billing)
that are defined for each patient. Once the billing codes or services to be billed are defined for each
patient, MaxGold can produce automated billings by using the batch billing function.

You can define recurring or batch billing items and/or services for each patient in the patient file,
INSURANCE tab. Click on the DEFINE BATCH BILLING CODES to add any recurring billing items.

Simple Charting allows you to create automated billings that are pre‐defined in the SIMPLE CHARTING
SET‐UP. You can bill for each visit. Billings can be based on units which is number of units sold (ie; Botox)
or based on a treatment or visit (quantity is 1). You can simply click on BILL to create an invoice or
BILL/VIEW to create an invoice and automatically open the form to view and print the invoice. You can
also add any extra items that you may want to add to the pre‐defined item (defined in
CONFIGURATION).

If set up in the CONFIGURATION options, MaxGold can automatically charge patients that do not show
up for their appointments or cancel their appointment. The decision whether to charge a patient is left
up to the user. When an appointment is marked as NOS (no show) or CAN (cancelled) the program asks
whether you want to charge the patient. If YES, then an invoice for the appropriate item (set up in
CONFIGURATION) is created and can be printed out.

Private Billing Form:
Now that we have discussed the multiple ways to get to the private billing form, we can deal with the
private billing form itself.

New Button:
History Button:

For manual private billing, click the NEW button to create a new invoice
Lookup prior private billings by clicking on the HISTORY button

Write‐Off Button:
To write off an item on the invoice, simply click on the WRITE‐OFF button. You
can reverse a write‐off item as well.
Prepaid:

If the patient has pre‐payments these can be viewed by clicking the Prepaid button

Payments:
Any payments on the displayed invoice can be viewed. In addition, you can add
payments on the displayed invoice
Invoice/Receipt/Insurance Form:
You can print an invoice, a receipt and an insurance form (for
3rd party insurance with defined forms) for the particular billing. Invoice and receipt style printed as
defined in CONFIGURATION

Work Order:

Print a user defined work order related to the current invoice

Sold To:
Indicates the patient that is being billed. If billing from scheduler or charting
then the active patient is automatically selected. For manual billings you can enter a name or lookup
existing patients for the database.
Third Party Bill To:
If the Third Party indicator is flagged then the billing (or a part of the billing) will
be invoiced to a defined 3rd party or insurance company. Can also lookup a 3rd party from the 3rd party
database. Otherwise the bill to will be the patient.
AR O/S:

Patient amount owing or outstanding

Ref #: User defined reference number
3rd Party Details Display:
3rd party on patient file with details of balance of insurance coverage
remaining, anniversary date, % covered and per item coverage details.
Date: Invoice date. Defaults to appointment date if billing from scheduler or to current date if billing
from charting or manual billing.
Doctor: The provider performing the services. If billing from the scheduler or charting this will default to
the provider on the scheduler or charting. On manual billings the default provider is taken from the
CONFIGURATION or is manually indicated using the pull down button to select from a list.
Discount Flag: Check discount indicator if you intend to discount any items being billed on the invoice
Split Function: Split flag is checked if billing for a patient with 3rd party coverage. The SPLIT button
splits the invoice and creates two invoices. One for the patient and the other for the 3rd party/insurance
company. VIEW button toggles between the patient invoice and the 3rd party invoice.
Recall Function:
Recall function sets a future recall date in the patient file. Recall (in
number of months) defaults to setting in the CONFIGURATION options as well as a recall reason.
Location:
Location is the billing or invoicing location. Defaults to location from scheduler or as set
in CONFIGURATION
Item Number: Indicate the item or service being billed. Look‐up to the inventory/procedure table to
select the item or type in the item number.
Display #:

Item number being invoiced (sequential)

Description:

Item or service description as per inventory/procedure table

Date:

Sales date for the item. Defaults to invoice date above, but can be changed manually

Qty:

Quantity sold. defaults to 1.

Unit Fee:
Unit fee defaults to price in inventory table unless discount is indicated or special pricing
indicated in the prepayments set up
Invoice Details Section: Invoice details display shows invoice information
COM Button:

Click the COM button to add a comment line to the item being billed

SUB Button:
Click the SUB button to add a sub‐total line to the invoice. This will add a sub total on
the invoice in the exact position you want. To print an invoice with sub‐totals and comments you need
to select the sub‐total invoice style as your invoice.
Billed Items Section:
and total

Items billed on the current invoice with display number, item code, quantity, fee

Tax Section:
Taxes (if any) being applied. Tax rate defaults to settings in CONFIGURATION and taxes
applied default to settings in inventory/procedure table for the item
Pending Flag: Pending flag used to put invoice on hold or indicate invoice is a quote
Invoice Comments:

Add invoice comments to the invoice

Payment Section:
Payment section indicates payment amount, date of payment (defaults to
invoice date), payment type (with pull‐down for CASH, CHECK, VISA, MC, OTHER, DEBIT CARD or NSF)
and location where payment was received

